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M L

2 reviews

Updated 12 minutes ago

Razer does not deserve even 1 star

Razer does not deserve even 1 star. They are the #1 worst company I've ever had to deal with and

unfortunately due to buying one of their Blade 15 lemon laptops. They are scamming thousands
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around the world and seems to be working hard to hide it. I wish I found the numerous complaints and

videos beforehand so we could have purchased a reliable well built laptop from a trust worthy

company and not from these scam artists. Why is this company allowed to stay in business and keep

getting away with selling defective and faulty laptops and products for so long without accountibility.

They use sneaky legal tactics and warranty language preventing victims like myself from invoking

consumer warranty and protection rights. They will not return our about $2,800, the cost of the laptop

knowing it is a lemon and they made it worse. 1 year and 3 months after receiving the Blade 15

Advanced it bursts right open out of no where while typing on it. They dragged it out with redundant

emails, lots of unreasonable steps, and then when you get it back it's not the same. Two months after

getting it back it's still running on the hot side, screws are crooked, loud fans and about two months

later lines across the screen. I sent it back after having to pay a $99 diagnostic fee, lots more

annoying sneaky emails with all kinds of requirements, over 10 sneaky email questions to obviously

use against customers should they wind up in court, and then they tell me it's another defective

battery 2 months after they replaced the first one. They refuse to work with us or refund our money.

They are asking for $600 to fix it, when it was never fixed right the first time thus causing more

damage to other components like the lcd. They are heartless crooks. There are so many complaints

online asking for money back or replacements and getting no where. When will the FTC address this

and class action taken for their unethical practices, horrible support and deceitful marketing. We

deserve our money back so we can buy a new reliable replacement. I saved for years to get a high

end quality laptop, which the Blade 15 is marketed as. We are owed restitution and compensatory

damages, along with all those who have been wronged by this company. Any attorneys willing help

explore a class action lawsuit please get hold of Razers database of customers and do a broadcast

survey? I guarantee you'll have a huge response. Why hasn't one been filed to date? This has been

going on at least since 2016, and only getting worse. Btw- don't bother reading their useless replies to

each complaint, they're a joke. I contacted that email address and they did nothing but cause more

stress, ignore us, our rights and requests, and actually even added another part to the original quote

increasing the cost by another $100. It's unbelievable and hope everyone who deserves it gets their

money back.
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R Willems

2 reviews NL

3 minutes ago

Razer and the support is beyond bad.

Dear Readers, 
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This is beyond not good, 

After many days of support back and forward. This company refuses to offer support. They seem to be

stuck at policy, and/or be suffering from plain ignorance. 

I have never seen a company that is this not good at support.  

I have 3 items that stopped working right after the warranty period. And the last one (the r a i j u

controller) is not working (in the hardware is not not working at all, it seems to be driver issue ),

however r a z e r will not take any of the support request seriously. They keep asking for some kind of

prove (video, receipt, etc.), all the prove has been provided multiple times. 

r a z e r maybe selling "quality" overpriced products. However be wary, these products are not of

quality these products do not function after a while, and the support of these product is not good at

all. 

The best way to describe these products and the company is as follows; 

This is a polished excrement without the silver lining.  

I would recommend any potential buyer to buy a different product of any other brand.  

I will provide the email exchange once the support of r a z e r is done, with toying around with me. 

With kind regards, 

Ramon

Useful Share

NI
Nick

1 review US

2 hours ago

I just want a working laptop

Terrible customer service. I have been waiting weeks for a replacement for my defective Razer Blade

15 and customer service cant give me any information other than "were waiting for an update from our

warehouse". I will probably never buy again its clear they don't stand behind their products or care

about their customers at all.
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Repair/Return

Return, repair, refund process is long and miserable if they ever even complete the process. Will not

buy from this company again.

Useful Share

Reply from Razer 2 hours ago

Hi Gabrielle, 

We totally regret to hear such sentiment from you and our sincere apologies for this kind of experience with

our support service and processes. We appreciate your honest feedback though as we'll raise this concern

to the team for improvements. If there's anything we can do to improve your experience in the future, or if

you have any other concerns, please don't hesitate to email us at feedback@razer.com and you can include

a link to your post as reference. 

Best regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

LL
lavender lake

1 review CA

A day ago

What is wrong with you

Honestly, you guys suck so much. 

My boyfriend bought a laptop and it was damaged, so he sent it back to be repaired in December

2021. Tell me why he's still fighting to get his damn laptop in February 2022. Two whole months he's

been emailing and calling this company begging for his laptop that he paid a lot of money for. He just

wants his laptop, that's all. Its ridiculous seeing him so stressed over this. Pretty sure the manager

blocked his number. It's not that hard to send a replacement. I would never buy from these guys, just

absolutely poor customer service. It's embarrassing. I've never seen anything this bad. Get your crap

together. There is a reason your company has so many crap reviews.

Useful 1 Share

Reply from Razer 15 hours ago

Hello, 

We can't apologize enough for the ordeal your boyfriend has been through, hence, we'd like properly

investigate the issue and figure out what help we can offer. Would you mind sending us his case number at

feedback@razer.com with the link to your review? We'll do what we can to assist you then. 
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Best regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

Advertisement

MW
Mathew Westrep

1 review GB

A day ago

1 star is being generous

1 star is being generous. Please do yourself and avoid razer at all costs. I bought the razer orachi v2

which is a wireless gaming mouse. It took 15 days to arrive when it advertised just 7, it arrived faulty

as the Bluetooth feature doesn't work. Been through the troubleshooting to no avail. Went though their

RMA returns which is all done via email as they do not have a phone number to call. After 20 emails

constantly telling me to wait 2-3 business days for a response and contacting Razer London to help

me get a resolution for a return they strung me along and told me they are unable to offer me a return

and I'm stuck with a faulty product and £70 down.  

As you can expect I will never be buying another Razer product again. If you are on the fence just save

the hassle and go for a more respectable company that treat you fairly.

Useful Share

Reply from Razer A day ago

Hi Matthew, 

Sorry to hear your thoughts on this matter. We're able to check your case in our end and it appears that our

dedicated team have already raised your return request for a follow-up and further resolution. Just do keep

an eye on your inbox for further updates from them. We appreciate your patience. If you have any other

concern, you can also reach feedback@razer.com with a link to your review as a reference. 

Best regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

DL
Dirk Lester

1 review US
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1 days ago

Don’t recommend. Terrible

I tried to order a headset and the messed up the process and didn’t complete the order but charged

my account $250, I reached out to support and he couldn’t even fine the order at first then told me

they messed it up and they didn’t really take my money that it would be kicked back into my account

within 48 hrs (lie) and to try ordering again and he’ll give me 15% off well I did and now I have $500

dollars wrapped up in this whole ordeal and nothing to show for it. And I have to get ahold of their

international team to try to get my money back. Long story short these people suck and have no idea

what they’re doing and can’t help you with anything.

Useful Share

Reply from Razer A day ago

Hi Dirk, 

Sorry to hear you have this kind of issue with your order. Our sincere apologies for the inconvenience. We

understand your thoughts and we'd like to have this checked closely and see how can we help you further.

You can email us at feedback@razer.com  

and include the link to this review as reference.  

Best Regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy 

ME
M El Adak

1 review NL

2 days ago

Greedy money hungry company

Greedy money hungry company. I bought a 150 euro keyboard just for the spacebar to break off after

1-2 months of usage. After I contact them for a replacement they tell me to buy an entirely new key set

for 50 euros. When I ask them just to send me a spacebar they wouldn't do it. Never buying another

razer product again, there are plenty of better ones on the market.

Useful Share

Reply from Razer A day ago
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Hi M El Adak, 

We feel sorry to hear your thoughts about your Razer keyboard. Our apologies for the inconvenience as

what you've been through is not the kind of experience we'd like you to have with our products and our

support. Please know that although device issues have applicable solutions, there are only certain options

when addressing spare part issues. You can email us your case number so we can review the status and

see if there's anything we can done further to help you. Just send us an email at feedback@razer.com with

the link to this post as reference. 

Best Regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

MD
mda-cruz

1 review PT

Updated 2 days ago

DO NOT BUY

I've never been more disappointed in a company as I am with razer. 

Bought a computer in october, the screen started acting out and I reached support (a process that

takes at least two weeks since they only send an email a day), it went for repair, came back after 2

days same problem, two more weeks passed, a lot of back and forth with the costumer service, and

there I go and send my computer once again for repairs. Comes back and guess what, the same

problem persists!~ 

I then ask for a replacement because clearly I have a faulty device, after 2 more weeks of talking to the

internal team to get the approval they send me the tag to send the faulty device to keep going with the

replacement. 

After the 3 days they told me it would take to process the replacement, they send me an email saying

they're out of stock and don't know when they'll have the computer back. 

This service is a joke, I want a refund. 2800€ for a useless computer that's been back and forth with

repairs since october and now I'm left with no money and no computer. 

DO NOT RECOMMEND 

P.S.: They deliver this bad news in such a cheery way is borderline disrespectfull.

Useful 1 Share

Reply from Razer 2 days ago

Hi there, 

Sorry to hear of what an ordeal this RMA issue that you have. Our sincere apologies for any inconvenience

as this is definitely not the kind of experience we'd like you to have with Razer. Allow us to check closely

on your case so we can review the exact status and see how we can help you further. Please send us an
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email with your case number at feedback@razer.com and do include the link to your review for our

reference. 

Best regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

Advertisement

NI
Nick

7 reviews GB

2 days ago

Their Customer Service is dreadful.

I bought a Razer Wolverine games controller from Amazon, but before I opened the box, I wanted to

find out if I could buy a second *dome* thumb-stick as the controller only came with one (seems

illogical to only supply one). Anyhow, I immediately contacted them on their website, but 5 days and 5

replies later, I am still waiting to get an answer. 

Mostly every reply is from a different person, and they do their best to avoid actually assisting you.

Instead, they seem to intentionally frustrate you by not only needlessly asking for serial numbers and a

load of other information, but they also ask you to make a video! I thought something was wrong when

they could not answer a simple question. I don't even think they know anything about the controller (or

any game controllers!), and this is their "technical support".  

The controller itself sounds decent according to reviews, at least compared to its competitor, but with

customer service as bad as this, I recommend you avoid them. Perhaps take out insurance cover from

the seller so you don't have to suffer their overly-friendly and useless "support".  

It's a shame. I was a first-time customer, and now I am returning the controller to Amazon UK and my

memory of Razer will always be negative.

Useful Share

Reply from Razer 2 days ago

Hi Nick, 

We truly regret to hear your sentiments on this matter. Our sincere apologies for the all the trouble and

inconvenience you've been through as that's definitely not the kind of experience we'd like you to have
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with our support. Anyhow, we appreciate your honest feedback and we'd like to review on your case to

check its status and see where can we help further. You can email us at feedback@razer.com and include

the link to your post as reference. 

Best Regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy 

LP
Lee Pratt

3 reviews GB

Updated 4 days ago

Razer can you please tell me why your…

Razer can you please tell me why your Hammerhead WIFI earphones are so sheeeeeet keep falling out

of my ears even with special clips i ordered on amazon.... you guys spend to much effort on looks

instead of quality! Very over priced! Even the razer blade laptop i baught what a joke i can cook a fkn

egg on it.... what cheap ass sheeet is this???

Useful Share

Reply from Razer 4 days ago

Hi Lee, 

It is very concerning to hear that your experience with your earbuds had not been as seamless as we

intended it to be. We will diligently note your feedback as we continue to improve our products. By the way,

if it's not a hassle for you, we'd like to investigate the issue with your Razer Blade. Please send us your

device details along with the link to your review at feedback@razer.com. We will assist you in

troubleshooting the issue then. 

Best Regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

Jonathan Urman

6 reviews CA

Updated 6 days ago

Razer Is Junk

I own 3 razer products, a mouse, a keyboard and a wrist rest.. All of them have problems. The mouse

needs to be calibrated every time i reboot, the keyboard came with a dead numlock led and the wrist

rest started shrivelling after a week of use. Buy Corsair or Logitech instead.
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Useful
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Reply from Razer 6 days ago

Hello Jonathan, 

We are sorry to hear about the issues you have had with your Razer devices. We would like to further

investigate and provide you with a possible fix. Kindly send us an email at feedback@razer.com along with

the link to this post for our reference. 

Best Regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

KE
Ken

1 review SG

6 days ago

Bad customer service

Bad customer service. Don't buy expensive product from Razer like laptop if you want to have peace

of mind.

Useful 2 Share

Reply from Razer 6 days ago

Hi Ken, 

We regret to to hear this sentiment and feel kinda disheartened with your thoughts. Experiencing bad

service is totally not the kind of thing we'd like you to have with us. We acknowledge your honest feedback

though and we appreciate you raising this. EWe respect your opinion and we'll discuss this with the team

for improvements. Should you have any specific concern, email us at feedback@razer.com and include a

link to your review as reference. We'll take things from there. 

Best Regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

Advertisement

SG

Snowcone Guy
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SG
1 review DE

6 days ago

The headphones and mice are made of…

The headphones and mice are made of cheap materials. 

the glue that holds them together (like the rubber side panels on the mice)will stop doing its work and

it will all start falling apart within the first 1-2 years. 

Razer refuses any service or warranty.  

They will not replace, repair or supply replacement parts. 

They somehow manage to circumvent the 2 year service duty of your country. 

(They only offer repairs for laptops.) 

If you don't mind re-buying overpriced, low quality products that will fall apart every 2 years, go with

Razer. 

But just know how anti-consumer they are, and that all the "luxury pro gaming gear" image they have

is just marketing.

Useful Share

Reply from Razer 6 days ago

Hi there, 

We are saddened to hear your feedback and our apologies for the inconvenience this may have caused

you. Rest assured that this has been forwarded to the team to further improve our products and services.

We would like to know more about the issue you have had experience with your Razer devices. Send us an

email at feedback@razer.com along with the link to this post for our reference. Also, we would appreciate it

if you would communicate with us in English so we can assist you better. 

Best Regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

JA
Jackson

2 reviews US

Feb 2, 2022
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Poor Reliability and Poor Customer Service

My latest mouse from them (Basilisk x Hyperspeed) is less reliable than a $10 e-waste Dell mouse. I

filed a warranty claim two weeks ago and have yet to hear a response.

Useful 1 Share

Reply from Razer 7 days ago

Hi Jackson, 

Sorry to hear you've had this experience. Our apologies for any delay with our support. Allow us to check

closely on your case status and see how we can help further. Send us an email with your case number and

include the link to your post here for reference. 

Best Regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

BR
BRIANC73

2 reviews US

Feb 2, 2022

Worthless Warranty!

Purchased gaming headphones for my son for Christmas. Price was in the right range, and they

worked well for a few weeks, then the mic jack failed. No abuse; no young kids using them.

Experienced gamers who value their gear. I contacted Razer to initiate a warranty claim, submitting

photos and proof of purchase as specified. Without ever actually seeing the product, the warranty

claim was rejected within 24 hours, stating that “after careful inspection” the failure wasn’t covered.

They lasted a solid 4 weeks before failing. Worthless warranty. I’ll look to other brands in the future.

Useful 1 Share

Reply from Razer Feb 3, 2022

Hi Brian, 

We are concerned to hear about your feedback and would like to investigate what happened during your

communication with our support. Would you mind sharing your case number with us at

feedback@razer.com? We'd like to offer our assistance regarding the issue. Also, please include the link to

your review for our quick reference to your concern then. 
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Best regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

TH
TheCajun337

3 reviews US

Updated Feb 2, 2022

Razer Products are Trash!

Razer use to have good products. Was one of the best at a time. Unfortunately, that is not the case

anymore. My 2013 Deathadder finally gave out couple months back, the new model is trash like the

rest of their models. My son has gone through 3 different razer mice. A new model deathadder, the

nebula, and the ballistic however their names were. Doesn't matter because it was garbage! I had a

original razer blackwidow keyboard finally quit last year. My son has had 2 blackwidows. The latest

keys were just breaking off AFTER A YEAR! I could service and clean my deathadder these new ones

are junk parts designed to fail. Don't even make it to first cleaning. im now using a ancient dell

keyboard wouldn't even think of getting another razer. My son has the Corsair K55 RGB now. Bye

Razer! Logitech or Corsair! Sennheiser's are not even what they use to be! Living off that old

reputation, charging a arm and a leg, and not living up to the expectation. poor design and

engineering 

EDIT: No! I don't want to be jerked around contacting your "customer care" department. I want to

blast you publicly!

Useful 1 Share

Reply from Razer Feb 3, 2022

Hello, 

We sincerely respect your sentiments and are truly saddened to hear about your experience with your

Razer devices. Please know we are constantly working to improve our products, hence, your feedback is

very valuable to us. Anyhow, please don't hesitate to message us at feedback@razer.com should you ever

need our assistance in the future. 

Best regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy
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Feb 2, 2022

My problem is not with the product its…

My problem is not with the product its self it is with the support team, I brought a set of blackshark v2

X which I'm pleased with but the product comes with a softwear 7.1 surround sound. However to

activate this you need a code so i gently scratched of the film to get the code and half of it is missing

even though i was very careful, so I went to their page wheer people discus problems and seen that

hundreds of people have had a simular problem so obviously the quality of these codes is bad. Then

the worst part is when yo compain to try to get a new code they state that damge is your own fault

and you are not entitled to another code which i would understand if the damage was my fault but

how else are you supposed to get the code with out gently scratching it with a coin is that not the

whole purpose of the code. All i would like is a code so i can use the softwear that i have payed for, in

all honesty i think scratching a code of is out dated and they should just email you a code when you

purchase the product and yes i treid registering the product on razer id and still did not recive a code.

Useful 2 Share

Reply from Razer Feb 3, 2022

Hi Louis, 

We do regret to hear how your concern was addressed by our support. We'll make sure to help you

however we can regarding your code request. For starters, please send us your device details to

feedback@razer.com with the link to your review so we can assist you. 

Best regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

Kevin Mc Donald

3 reviews DE

Updated Feb 2, 2022

So for all of you who wonder if the…

So for all of you who wonder if the standard answer "send feedback" is helping in any way : ==> No .  

Save your time. 

Edit: I did keep an eye on it and it didnt change a thing.
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Reply from Razer Feb 1, 2022

Hi Kevin, 

Sorry to hear your thoughts on this matter. We have reviewed your case in our end and have raised this to

the relevant team to request a follow-up for further resolution to rectify the situation. Please keep an eye on

your inbox for further updates from them. We appreciate your patience. 

Best regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy

Read 1 more review about Razer

CL
Clarence

1 review JP

Jan 30, 2022

The customer service is on par with the…

The customer service is on par with the only other bad service that I have experienced before. My

case was tossed around among different people. Almost each email response was from a different

associate. Most of them did not even bother to read earlier exchanges, and asked me to perform the

same troubleshooting procedures, as well as answer the same questions over and over again. The

case was so prolonged that it became more and more tedious to deal with. Even after sending me to

their so called "higher ups," I was asked the same questions. In the end, after not solving my case,

they offered me a discount that I thought was a special discount. It turns out that the supposed

discount was the $10 you receive when you subscribe to their newsletter. So they literally just offered

me a discount that anyone can get as a consolation for not solving my case. I replied and pleaded my

case for the last time, but as mentioned above they did not even bother to read it. They just

responded with a scripted email saying they apologize and they will be closing my case unsolved. 

I have never written a review before, but I felt I needed to write this one out.

Useful 1 Share

Reply from Razer Feb 1, 2022

Hi Clarence, 

We can't express enough how we regret to hear about how your case was handled by our support. Please

allow us to look into the issue by sending us you case number at feedback@razer.com with the link to your

review. We hope to communicate your feedback with the team and provide a way to help then. 

Best Regards, 

Razer Customer Advocacy
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